
ESSAY ON AFRICAN AMERICANS AND UNHEALTHY

Free Essays from Bartleby | As seen through time, African-Americans have view slavery as a good thing or a bad thing
and view black people as equals or not.

They should become equally cognizant of their role as a mechanism of social change for the better of all.
Several studies have now documented health effects of discrimination. Jazz Keyes is a clinical psychologist,
poetess, and a nationally certified Life Purpose and Career Coach. The future health of racist people is not set
in stone. We discuss below three emerging areas where contributions to elucidating the candidate variables in
the race-discrimination-health pathway arise in the context of new methodologies. Or, they avoid seeking
treatment out of fear of complications. He was a well-known actor in several films, under the name Denzel
Washington. Recommendations are offered to help frame policies and interventions to ameliorate African
American health disparities. Over the next several weeks, we watched cortisol levels diminish in prejudiced
participants, a trend that lasted throughout the friendship meetings. And whether you perceive interracial
interactions as a challenge or a threat may be the key to thriving in a multicultural society. This is not an
isolated result. The challenge, at this point, is to cleave together the literatures examining the upstream side of
discrimination and health with its focus on behavioral, social, and psychological factors to those studying the
downstream biological pathways and molecular events that are proximal causes of the high rates of disease
and disability Kaplan , Schillinger et al. This continuing health disadvantage is seen particularly in the
age-adjusted mortality rates: African Americans remain significantly and consistently more at risk for early
death than do similar White Americans Geronimus et al. He founded the computer company Microsoft. Under
racial segregation, colored people were not allowed to. African Americans remain the least healthy ethnic
group in the USA, a somber legacy of years of racial and social injustice and a formidable challenge to
equitable health care for all. The result has been a great melding of disciplines, tools, and perspectives to
identify the important components of the pathways linking race-based discrimination and negative health
outcomes. He stated historical aspects that showed the crusade that many African American leaders started to
get a compromise with the government. This article has been cited by other articles in PMC. While on the
streets, we are regularly treated by police as dangerous suspects. Most immigrants from southern and eastern
Europe arrived in the United States to escape religious persecution and poverty in their home countries and
also seek new opportunities. In a racially diverse society, those who feel comfortable with people of other
races are at an advantage over those who do not. For example, in deaths due to heart disease, the rate per ,
persons for African Americans  The issue of reparations for all African Americans is argued by one scholar
and a credible newspaper. In the southern states of the United States, Blacks have been really oppressed until
the Civil War, with the big part being illiterate well into the end of  Abstract Using a modified social
ecological model, we conducted a review of the literature and nationwide statistics on African American
health.


